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Next Year May Welcome a Different Market
This year has been unlike any other year in history. At the end of the
year, nearly all U.S. markets are up,
and several have climbed sharply
after experiencing the shortest bear
market in history (16 days). Most
international markets have also risen although the highs are generally
a bit less impressive. 2020 will be
the first year in history to see the
market decline more than 30% and
recover to finish higher. All this has
come despite earnings growth that
has generally been muted by the
effects of economic shutdowns.

23% of the market up from only
14% three years earlier. Tesla, a recent addition, is perhaps the best
example of this recent rise. The
stock is trading at a trailing twelvemonth price to earnings multiple of
over 1300 versus the market’s ratio
of 37. While this may prove to be
warranted based on the company’s
future growth, it could also prove
to be wildly overvalued.
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The recent success of the market
CEO, Wildermuth Asset Management also highlights its current valuation. Much like 1999, the market
Through December 24th, is setting all kinds of records and
highs, and the highs are increasing454 companies listed this year
ly coming through stretched valuaraising $167.2 billion dollars. tions. At the end of December, the
The previous record of $107.9 S&P 500s PE ratio had grown to
billion came over 20 years ago greater than 37, a level that is bestin 1999 at the height of the dot. ed throughout history by only 1999
com boom.
and the financial crash of 2009.
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The strength of the markets has
also attracted many new participants. Through December 24th,
454 companies listed this year raising $167.2 billion dollars. The previous record of $107.9 billion came
over 20 years ago in 1999 at the
height of the dot.com boom. For
comparison, 2016 saw less than trading company, and Instacart, a All this might suggest a bit of caugrocery delivery service.
$25 billion in IPOs.
tion. While equity markets could
continue setting new highs and reThe IPO market was further boost- Yet, the recent strength of mar- cords for the foreseeable future,
ed by the rise of a new star – spe- kets despite challenges to earnings current valuations could just as
cial purpose acquisition companies begs comparison to the internet easily decline back to more averor SPACs. These are essentially bubble of 1999, that last year with age levels common for most of the
empty companies that raise capi- such incredible capital raising num- last 20 years.
tal and then look for companies to bers and the height of the dot.com
buy. Their rise shows a willingness bubble. We are also seeing similar A recent Forbes article applies
on the part of investors to assume trends emerge with companies that an asset return projection which
these currently unknown busi- have yet to generate profitability uses data on valuation, household
nesses will generate steep returns. claiming large slices of the IPO pie. and corporate balance sheets, and
Nearly half of the funds raised in While this can continue, market di- other key macro fundamentals to
2020 were in SPACs, and the to- rection can quickly turn and bring a develop likely return projections
tal raised was almost six times the focus to near-term profitability.
for the next decade of major asset
previous record set in 1999.
classes including equities, fixed inSimilarly, the tremendous run-up come, and precious metals. Their
Can 2021 deliver a similar year? that has powered tech of the five model provides total return projecStrangely enough, it appears quite largest companies (Apple, Micro- tions for equities of 2-4% over the
possible. A slew of billion-dollar soft, Amazon, Alphabet, and Face- next 10 years. This is the model’s
start-ups are waiting to go pub- book) could also reverse. These five
lic including Robinhood, an online companies now represent about
Continued ...
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lowest forecast since 1999.

stitutions have been significantly
modifying their models based on
lower projections for stocks and
bonds over the next decade, often
adding alternatives, hedge funds
and precious metals.

Taking this a bit further, looking at
stocks and bonds as part of 60/40
stock/bond model reveals that
since 1900 a 60/40 portfolio has
never been more expensive. Again,
using the forecasts from Forbes, As you look out into 2021 and a
they project returns for the 60/40 stock market that keeps breaking
portfolio of 1-3% per annum over records, you may want to position
the next 10 years.
at least part of your portfolio for a
different set of circumstances. As
The same modeling approach sug- the market begins to adjust to a
gests that gold could significantly post-COVID world and a new presoutperform during the next de- idential administration, we could
cade. Simply, the same forces that see continued new highs or possidrove up valuations in stocks and bly a very different outcome with
bonds over the past decade are markets pulling back from today’s
those that make gold now funda- lofty valuations.
mentally inexpensive. In addition,
given the recent stimulus and a This could be particularly true
record high federal deficit that has because individual investors have
only been exceeded during times been driving much of the onof war, the foundation for higher line trading and they could easily
inflation is set.
change their investment strategy.
In particular, a reduction in risk
Pulling all their data together leads taking by individual investors that
to a different model than the typi- coincides with the end of COVID
cal 60/40 that is commonly used by could impact markets in unexpectindividual investors. It still has eq- ed ways. Regardless, markets are
uities at 25-35% and fixed income expensive. They can keep going up,
at 20-25%, but it also adds a sig- or they could simply reverse. It will
nificant percentage to gold at 25- happen at some point. The ques35%, and most uniquely, 10-20% tion is when.
in uncorrelated alternative investments (such as private equity and
real estate). This model is dynamic
and the macro data analyzed are
constantly changing which means
that today a slightly lower percentage allocated to equities would be
likely.
Regardless, the new model calls
for possibly more than half of its
assets invested into categories other than stocks and bonds. Note that
this model is hardly unique. Many
investment banks and financial in-

This commentary is furnished for informational purposes
only and is not investment advice, a solicitation, an offer
to buy or sell, or a recommendation of any security to any
person. Opinions, beliefs and/or thoughts are as of the
date given and are subject to change without notice. The
information presented in this commentary was obtained
from sources and data considered to be reliable, but its
accuracy and completeness is not guaranteed. It should
not be used as a primary basis for making investment decisions. Consider your own financial circumstances and
goals carefully before investing. Certain sections of this
commentary contain forward-looking statements that
are based on our reasonable expectations, estimates,
projections, and assumptions. Forward-looking statements are not indicators or guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks and uncertainties, which
are difficult to predict. Past performance is not indicative
of future results. Diversification strategies do not ensure
a profit and cannot protect against losses in a declining
market. All indices are unmanaged and investors cannot
invest directly into an index. You should not assume that
an investment in the securities or investment strategies
identified was or will be profitable.
Investment Advisory Services offered through Wildermuth Asset Management, LLC, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor.
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